WEDDING GUIDE

the value of

local

We’re different. And we get that.
We are a farmer-florist. What does that mean?
Unlike a traditional florist, the majority of the flowers we
arrange with are grown on our tiny farm. Most cut flowers
you purchase from a florist or grocery store are shipped
from other countries, like Columbia and Ecuador, and go
on a crazy long ride before they ever reach you. We think
that’s whack. Our flowers are cut just a day or two prior
to arranging and travel an extremely short distance before
they are placed into your hands.
Many of the flowers we grow are unique, hard-to-find
blooms. Our farm is conveniently located in Central
Illinois, so we provide beautiful blooms to anywhere in the
state.

I think there’s something to be said for how flowers look and feel
when they are grown and cared for by the same person from seed
to vase. Our flowers are for people who are in awe of the magic of
science and believe good things come from hard work.
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farm

we believe in

connection

Most of us have memories as children of grabbing
fistfuls of dandelions, clover blossoms, and other small
treasures and presenting our “bouquets” to those we
love. Even as kids, we understood the wonder and
awe that fresh cut, seasonal flowers evoke in those who
receive them.
Flower farming is not nearly this easy, but we work
tirelessly to grow and arrange beautiful flowers that
will remind you and your wedding guests of that same
feeling. We love what we do, and our primary goal is
to share that love with you.

We want you to feel connected to your flowers in
meaningful ways. You are welcome to come out to
the farm to see your wedding flowers growing in our
fields. Whenever possible, we’ll even custom grow
specific flowers just for you.
Flowers hold such strong memories and meanings.
It’s often hard to find the words to explain why we
grow flowers. Like love, if you could easily sum it up
or explain it, then it wouldn’t be special.
We believe there is magic in flowers.

why

eminence
We are two old souls growing a farm and a family on the
prairie of Central Illinois. In 2015, we purchased an old
farm house that sits on three acres that was owned by the
same family for 100 years. Before we had even unpacked
our boxes, we tilled up the land and planted dozens of
varieties of cut flowers to arrange for weddings.

on her hands and knees, keeping crops in check with
organic pesticides in the backpack sprayer, and wearing
Carhartt bibs like it’s nobody business.

Our backgrounds are in getting our hands dirty, being
fast learners, working really hard, calling bull shit when
we see it, chasing dreams, and wanting experiences over
stuff.

When we moved in, that was the same year Chris
completed the New Illinois Fruit and Vegetable Farmers
program through U of I. Chris leads our growing by
being a seed starting and succession planting guru, a
composting magician, and being the general brains
behind the growing sides of things. Off the farm, he is
an Education Manager for Illinois Ag in the Classroom.

Prior to working full-time on the farm, Audra worked
in Graphic Design and Marketing. She has worked with
over 100 couples to grow and arrange flowers for their
wedding day. When not doing weddings, she’s keeping
the books, harvesting microgreens and flowers, weeding

Sometimes we work for the farm, sometimes it works
for us, but we love it either way. We moved here to grow
beautiful and tasty things, but we quickly discovered
that flowers and vegetables aren’t the only things growing
here.

we focus on
what we do best
We are really good at growing flowers. And if we can toot our own horn for a minute - we do a bang up job of
arranging flowers as well.
When you compare us to other florists, it’s like comparing apples to oranges. We both deal with flowers, but we go
about it in a different way. Growing flowers takes our attention and time, we’re not just removing flowers from a box
and placing them in water. We’re overseeing every step from seed to bouquet. To be able to this, we only focus on
growing and arranging. That’s why we don’t offer candles, linens, mirrors, or other accessories beyond floral vases.
We partner with vendors who also only focus on what they do best. So when you can’t live without those tapered
candles in gold antique candlesticks, we know just the person for you to contact.

the biggest bang
for your buck
Ah, the joys of planning a wedding, right? Typically flowers account for 8-10% of your total
wedding budget. Let’s get really honest about some things to consider to help stretch those flower dollars:
Have a smaller bridal party. 12 bridesmaids and 12
groomsmen? We know you love your squad, but that
also means a bouquet and a boutonnière for each of
those wonderful people, which increases your floral
budget significantly.

florists can. Also, styles and tastes are unique to each
bride and we don’t believe you should be stuck with
someone else’s vision. Sell your vases on Craig’s list,
wedding-recycle.com, or tradesy.com to score extra cash
to spend on your honeymoon! Win. win.

Reuse ceremony flowers. Skip the aisle markers and
go with a large alter arrangement or arbor that can be
moved and reused at the reception.

Don’t have a centerpiece on every table. This is
especially important if you have a lot of wedding guests.
350 guests translates into about 35 tables and having a
centerpiece on every table instantly makes your flower
budget explode. Put a low, lush centerpiece on every
other table and fill in the rest with groupings of bud
vases or candles.

Reuse bridesmaids’ bouquets. Don’t pay for additional
arrangements for the head table. Get beautiful vases,
place the bridesmaids bouquets in them, call them
centerpieces, and go dance the
night away.
Reuse cocktail arrangements. Purchase small
arrangements to go on the highboy tables at the cocktail
hour and have someone move the arrangements to
the gift table, place card table, or restrooms after the
cocktails are over.
Sell your vases! When you purchase centerpieces from
Finding Eminence Farm, you purchase the vase. Why?
We don’t have a storefront, so we aren’t able to store
these items or re-sell them in other avenues like most

Pinterest is deceiving. We know bleached, dried flowers
are the thing right now; however, it’s really expensive
because the checmicals used to create those blooms
are pricy but more imortantly – totally gross for the
environment.
Use Color. Big, impactful blooms like dahlias only
require a few stems to make a statement. If your
ceremony or reception is outside, garlands of greenery
get lost against the greenery of grass and trees and that’s
wasted money. Punch some color into it to get your
money’s worth!

